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It’s almost that
time of year
again when a
whole new

batch of individuals fly the
nest and take up residence
in towns and cities far and
wide to study at college or
university – an amazing time
for them but a little scary if
you’re the ones left behind,
worrying how they will
cope. With this in mind, our
student survival kit has been
designed to ease the worry

and send your loved ones
off on their travels at least a
tad prepared. Our offerings
include a range of essentials
to help them organise their
new life, from a hand-
embellished diary on page
91 to a memo board with
ready-made reminders on
page 88 . We’ve also included
an all-important laundry bag
on page 86, which we’re sure
will be filled and brought
home 
for YOU to wash! An

emergency money box on
page 90 is a student essential
and we’ve included a good
luck ‘send them on their way’
card opposite,  as well as a
simple-to-complete, multiple
choice set of postcards to
help them keep in touch on
page 92… yes, it may involve
sending them money but at
least you’ll hear from them!

GETTING STARTED
We’ve used a mix of materials
and techniques, such as the

appliqué design on the
laundry bag on page 86. This
is simple to complete thanks
to the use of Bondaweb, a
double-sided lightweight
fusible webbing that joins
fabric when ironed for a fuss-
and pin-free approach to
machine sewing. Lettering
on fabric projects can be cut
from fabric and stitched
around, appliqué-style, in the
same way, which works well
for chunky letters. For our
laundry bag, we chose a

skinny font so the best
option was to stitch them.
The step-by-step illustrated
instructions on pages 86 and
87, and the template on your
free design sheet, will guide
you through the process and
we’ve included a simple-to-
follow method diagram for
sewing the letters in place on
page 87 too.

MEMO BOARD
The second step-by-step
illustrated project on page 
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CRAFT CROSSOVER

88 is a memo board that
uses both traditional
papercrafting materials and
digital images printed onto
inkjet-friendly magnetic
paper. We handled the
digital graphics using
DrawPlus SE, a free, easy-to-
use software program
available from Serif. The
memo board is simply a
plain economy shop-bought
board, the pine frame of
which can be sanded and
filled, and then painted. The

project uses graphics from
Jennifer Barrette at Sweet
Shoppe Designs – a great
colour and style match for
the Simple Stories paper
pack. The step-by-step
instructions on page 88 will
guide you through the main
tools used in the software
package for manipulating
the graphics as required.

KEEP IN TOUCH
The postcards on page 92
are designed to encourage

your home leaver to stay in
touch and have been made
using traditional and digital
techniques. The memo
board instructions on page
88 will help you with the
software and where you can
find the main functions
within the visual software
window on screen.

FINISHING TOUCHES
The final three projects – a
good luck card on page 85, 
a money box on page 90

and a student year diary on
page 91 – use basic
papercrafting skills and
products, combining
patterned paper with
cardstock and co-ordinating
stickers. The money box is a
cocoa tin while the student
diary is designed around a
refill for a personal organiser,
giving you complete design
versatility. The Summer Fresh
paper pack is perfect as there
are 12x12 patterned papers
but also sheets divided into

postcards and smaller-sized,
pre-layered sections.

ALTERNATIVELY
Some of these projects 
can be made for other
occasions and tailored to 
any colour scheme by 
using alternative fabrics 
and paper collections. 
And why not include 
some stamped addressed
envelopes with the 
multiple-choice postcards
for a finishing touch?

SIMPLY MAKE

1
Fold and score a
39x18cm piece of white
cardstock into thirds to

form a three-section card
blank. Attach a piece of
Double Dot cardstock to each
part, leaving the folds free.

2
Cut out your three
background patterned
paper sections and

attach one to each face of the
card – the first has the ‘ADMIT
ONE’ element and the
second the basis for the list.

3
Embellish the first
section with a good
luck greeting and

stickers. Cut a duplicate
ticket from a separate image
and attach it over the image
on the card using 3D foam
pads to add dimension.

4
Apply rub-on lettering
to write out ‘things to
remember…’ on the

second section of the card,
and use letter stickers for the
‘with love’ message on the
third section.

MATERIALS
� A7 envelope
� Simple Stories Summer Fresh

patterned paper
� BoBunny Double Dot cardstock
� Pomegranate Red 

Bazzill Basics cardstock
� Doodlebug Design Sweet Shoppe

rub-on letters
� 3D foam pads

TOOLS
� scoreboard & bone folder
� rub-on tool

Good luck card

WHERE TO BUY
The fabric used in these projects is all
available from the following eBay
shops: Cotton & Vintage, Oriental

Direct and Such Textiles Ltd

Memo boards can be purchased
online from www.amazon.co.uk

or home décor stores

The Simple Stories paper collection,
together with co-ordinating
cardstock, is available from
www.pickleberrypaper

crafts.co.uk

Inkjet-friendly magnetic paper is
available online from several eBay

shops and from
www.craftycomputerpaper.co.uk

WHY 
NOT TRY …

Creating a simple recipe
binder or card set with basic
cooking tips such as how to

boil an egg and how to
make spaghetti bolognese?
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Laundry bag

2
Iron a piece of light
interfacing onto the
reverse of natural linen

fabric and cut the background
for the appliqué layer from it –
shown in light grey on the
template. Place carbon paper
between the template and the
right side of the fabric to transfer
the lettering and the washing
line onto this layer.

3
Sew each letter using
different coloured thread
and zigzag stitches, going

over each section twice. It’s
possible to complete two layers
of stitching for each letter
without stopping, as shown in
the examples on the opposite
page. Sew the washing line
twice over in the same way.

SIMPLY MAKE

1
Cut an 8x56” strip of denim
fabric for the side gusset
and two pieces of denim

fabric measuring the full size of
the template provided (see the
A1 design sheet) for the front
and back of the bag.

4
Apply Bondaweb to your
fabric scraps and cut the
clothing layers from these.

To make the layers less fiddly to
assemble and stitch, cut the
background first then add the
top layer as pictured, rather than
cutting out all the separate
details. Remove the paper
backing and iron the pieces
onto your stitched background.
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6
Sew buttonholes in 
the back of the bag as
shown on the template,

reinforcing the fabric by adding
an additional scrap behind it
before stitching. Replace
buttonholes with hammer-set
eyelets if desired.

8
With the side seams
pressed open, press a hem
along the top of the bag as

marked on the template and
stitch to secure all the way
around, making sure the stitch
line sits below your buttonholes
or eyelets. Adjust the depth of
the hem before stitching if
necessary. Sew a very narrow
zigzag stitch over the stitching
line for added interest.

9
Using a safety pin attached
to one end, thread your
cord through one

buttonhole, through the hem of
the bag and out of the other
hole. Without gathering the top
of the bag, lay the cords down
the length of the bag back.
Flatten the ends slightly and
push them through the gap in
the bottom seam. Pin in place,
then stitch the seam back and
forth several times to secure.

5
Machine-sew a narrow
zigzag stitch around the
edges of the pieces. Make

clothes pegs out of fabric scraps
and zigzag-stitch over these as
shown. Neaten the appliqué
layer if necessary before sewing
to the front of the bag with
zigzag stitches around the edges.

7
With right sides together
and a 5⁄8” seam allowance,
as shown on the template,

sew the front of the bag to the
side gusset. Repeat to attach the
back of the bag, leaving a 3” gap
at the bottom centre.

Diagram for sewing the letters
in zigzag stitch

You will find this template on your free design sheet

MATERIALS
� medium-weight denim fabric
� natural linen fabric
� selection of bright mixed fabric

scraps for appliqué
� thread
� cord for handle
� carbon transfer paper
� eyelets to replace need for

buttonholes (optional)
TOOLS

� sewing machine
� needle
� iron

Reverse view

10
Cut two template
shapes and a side
gusset from your

lining fabric of choice and sew
the pieces together. Press the
top-edge hem under as before
and position the lining wrong
side out into the bag. Stitch
twice around the top edge with
contrasting thread, making sure
you don’t catch the braid in the
hem casing of the bag.
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MATERIALS
� framed magnetic memo board
� inkjet-friendly magnetic paper
� Jennifer Barrette for www.sweet

shoppedesigns.com Blue Skies
Ahead digital kit 

� Simple Stories Summer Fresh
patterned paper

� red Core’dinations Ranger cardstock
� acrylic paint
� low-tack masking tape

TOOLS
� paintbrush
� sponge dauber
� computer & printer
� Serif DrawPlus SE software

Memo board

2
Use the X and Y dimension
boxes in the Transform tab
to make your paper

measure 14cm square. If the
paper disappears from your
page, use the two centre
buttons in the Align tab to bring
it back into view.

3
Create a 7x3cm rectangle
and position it on your
paper. Hold the Shift key

down and click on both items in
turn to select them together.
Click the ‘Intersect’ button in the
Arrange tab to crop the paper to
the rectangle.

SIMPLY MAKE

1
Open your DrawPlus
software and click ‘New
Drawing’. Click on ‘Page

Setup’ and select ‘Regular’
document type, A4 page 
size and ‘From Printer’ for 
the margins. To open 
your background paper, click
‘Insert Picture’ and navigate 
to your downloaded files in
your documents.
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6
Select and rotate the
notepaper and text
together so they’re sitting

at an angle in the label holder.
In the Line tab add a 2pt red
outline to the background
paper. Click ‘Edit>Select All’, then
click the ‘Group’ button below
your layered image. Do a test
print to check colour matching
with your patterned papers.

8
Sand the wood frame on
your memo board and
use wood filler to hide any

imperfections. Give the frame
two coats of blue paint, then
mask off all but a small strip
centrally around the frame and
paint red with a sponge dauber.

4
Insert and crop the blue
layering paper in the same
way, then add the label

holder, books, pencil and
notepaper to your page. Crop
the notepaper to a rectangle
just bigger than the label holder
aperture, then use the Back 
One and Forward One buttons
in the Arrange tab to organise
your layers.

5
Select the Artistic Text tool
and type one of the words
for your labels, choosing

typeface and font size as
desired. Select the Shadow tool
and, with different objects
selected in turn, drag a shadow
out from the centre of each,
keeping them in the same
direction for a realistic effect.

7
Copy and paste the image
six times. Click on each
image and ‘Ungroup’, then

change the colour of the text.
Save your file and print onto
magnetic paper.

9
Cut a strip of patterned
paper with a label tab and
mount it to cardstock

before trimming to length and
attaching vertically to your
memo board 8.5cm from the
left-hand edge. Apply rub-on
lettering to write ‘remember…’
on the tab.

10
Cut the washing line
from patterned paper,
leaving a small border

around the line and the pegged
items, and attach this in the 
top-right corner of the board.

11
Cut your magnetic
memos from the inkjet
sheet and position

them down the left-hand edge
of the board to finish.
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SIMPLY MAKE

1
Cut a circle of cardstock to
fit inside the lid of the tin
and attach. Cut a 3x4cm

slot in the top of the lid for
coins to fit through.

2
Cover the tin completely
with a piece of red
cardstock so the ends

butt neatly up to each other.

For extra security, attach a
6cm-wide strip of cardstock
over the join using double-
sided tape.

3
Wrap a zigzag printed
sticker around the top of
the tin, starting and

finishing with the ends flush
with the vertical cardstock strip

at the back. Use the
remainder of the sticker
around the bottom of the
tin as shown.

4
Cut one of the smaller
denim detail labels
from patterned paper

and attach to the front of
the tin, butting the right-
hand edge to the free edge
of the zigzag sticker.

5
Apply your ‘Break open
in emergency’ and ‘not
parties!’ messages to

the tin using a mixture of
stickers and rub-on letters.

6
Apply rub-on words to
the ticket border
sticker for what the

emergency money can be
spent on and divide this
sticker strip into individual
tickets. Attach them
vertically in a column on
the left of the denim label.

7
Cut an arrow shape
from stripy ribbon on
the sticker sheet and

attach over the edge of the
denim label so it points to
the tickets.

MATERIALS
� Simple Stories Summer Fresh

patterned paper 
� BoBunny Double Dot cardstock
� red Core’dinations Ranger cardstock
� Doodlebug Design Sweet Shoppe &

Simply Sweet rub-on letters
TOOLS

� rub-on tool

Emergency money box
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